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Geo Fence module upgrade



Upgraded Geo Fence creation
Options for circular or polygon Geo Fence types.
Allows assignment for vehicles to multiple Geo Fences .



UI Changes



New Theme selection
User preffernce for theme - Dark or Light theme.



Light theme colors for better user experince



General settings
Video settings
Suspend client 

User profile UI redesign



New color for vehicles in 
“Lost connection” status

Vehicles that stopped reporting to 
the platform, without “Ignition Off” 

would appear as “greyed out”



Manual SD/HDD format
Added option under device properties to format device local storage  on demand.



Updated Video event mapping
Auto uploaded videos for “Panic” and “SevereShock” labeled accordingly under Media Manager.



Track poor or lost GPS connection
New event “NoGPS” indicating poor GPS service.
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Reporting



Stops:  Lists the location, duration, and start time of any non-movement event.
State Mileage : Shows total miles driven per state and state entry and exit times.
Updated Summаry, Detailed and GEO Fence reports.



Stops - Report
Added “Stops” report- Allows to report on number, duration and location for stops/idle time.
Advanced  filtering on Stops per defined duration.



State Mileage - Report
Added “State mileage” report- Shows distance driven per state, shows state enter and exit time.



State Mileage - Report
Advanced option to filter per state or device



Geo Fence reports
Detailed reporting by vehicle, Geo Fence, Events occurred within a Geo-Fence.



Updated Summary and Detailed Reports



Updated Summary and Detailed Reports 
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Enhanced  routing and trips logic- added logic to populate routes 
from multiple sources.

Updated e-mail notification mechanism for quicker notification.

Overall performance optimizations and bug fixes.


